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This briefing summarises our preliminary views about the 2021-22 Commonwealth Budget to be handed down
tomorrow night by Treasurer Frydenberg.

Federal Budget Night may turn into a requiem for the robustness of Australia’s medium-term macroeconomic
frameworks both fiscal and monetary.

It is sobering to think that just eighteen months ago Treasurer Frydenberg was on the brink of delivering abudget
surplus and Governor Lowe had ruled out using unorthodox monetary policy. C’est la vie.

Budget Outlook

Table 1: Commonwealth General Government Budget & Net Debt

Actual Estimates Projections

2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25

$b $b $b $b $b $b
Budget Balance -85.3 -178.5 -75.7 -68.2 -54.9 -88.7

Percentage of GDP -4.3 -8.4 -3.6 -3.2 -2.5 -3.9
Net Debt 491.2 669.8 746.3 814.2 870.5 958.6

Percentage of GDP 24.7 31.5 35.3 38.0 39.8 42.3

Source: Budget Papers and Macroeconomics’ estimates. Subject to rounding.

General Government net debt is now expected to rise to around $670 billion (32 per cent of GDP) in 2020- 21 and
continue rising to around $959 billion (42 per cent of GDP) by 2024-25. Whilst the Australian Government had
significantly less public debt in GDP terms than most developed countries, that situation is rapidly changing. Our
total public sector financial liabilities (Commonwealth and State) including unfunded superannuation debt are likely
to exceed 77 per cent of GDP by 2024-25. This builds on our internationally high household indebtedness which is in
excess of 100 per cent of GDP.

Macroeconomics’ budget tracking model places the Commonwealth Budget in a significant cash deficit by
$85 billion dollars (around 4.3 per cent of GDP) in the current year 2021-22, massive cash deficit of $179 billion
dollars (around 8.4 per cent of GDP) in the budget year 2021-22 with significant deficits first contracting and then
expanding eventually over the outlook to 2024-25 (Table 1). These estimates incorporate only minimal allowance for
policy changes since MYEFO last December (Table 2).



The Commonwealth still has a AAA credit rating from all major ratings agencies, although this assessment may now
be at risk from a close evaluation.

The precariousness of the Governments fiscal position is highlighted in Chart 1 below which presents the path of net
indebtedness in GDP terms and the fact that the risk premia or efficiency burden associated with that debt is
projected to continue to rise with the expansion of the debt stock. This has been a problem in the past and is now
returning again.

Chart 1: Commonwealth General Government Net Debt & Efficiency Burden

Source: Budget Papers and Macroeconomics’ estimates. Subject to rounding.

Big public debt equals tax hikes. That hurts the economy in at least two ways:

• One more dollar of tax raised means one less dollar invested by the productive private sector, with the
deadweight efficiency costs and administrative burdens of taxes on top of that.

• When governments borrow, and credit markets are tight, they put upward pressure on interest rates and crowd
out pro-growth private activities.

Both of these effects are really two sides of the same coin.

A recent Parliamentary Budget Office report into fiscal sustainability is more upbeat about our nation’s capacity to
cope with high debt levels (Chart 2). Of course this analysis assumes away the term premia and inflation premia
(again Chart 1) associated with higher debt levels and pays scant respect to the productivity lowering impacts of
current policy settings.
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Chart 2: High Gross Debt Leaves No Room For Complacency
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Source: ABS, Budget Papers, RBA and PBO 2021 analysis.

Better news is that Macroeconomics’ budget tracking model reveals that the overall fiscal position has improved over
the outlook period by a total of $79 billion relative to last MYEFO. This is due mainly to stronger income tax
collections from individuals and businesses and also the lower take-up of grants and income transfers with the faster
pace of economic recovery.



Table 2: Commonwealth General Government Budget Forecasts

Estimates Projections
2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24

$b $b $b $b
2014-15 MYEFO UCB -197.7 -108.5 -84.4 -66.0
Receipt Parameter Variations 13.7 29.1 16.7 11.6
Measures (revenue and spending) -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 -0.2
Payment Parameter Variations 5.4 3.4 -0.8 -0.8
Macroeconomics Budget Balance -178.5 -75.7 -68.2 -54.9
Percentage of GDP -8.4 -3.6 -3.2 -2.5

Source: Macroeconomics’ estimates. Subject to rounding.

Structural Deficits
Less positive news is that Macroeconomics estimates that the Federal structural budget deficit at a minimum of
$60 billion over the outlook. We estimate the structural deficit will average 3.8 per cent of GDP over the forward
estimates mainly reflecting terms of trade (commodity prices) well in excess of the unit costs of production of
underlying commodities.

Unfortunately, instead of banking surpluses, poor fiscal management and the COVID pandemic has meant the
Commonwealth budget position if extremely vulnerable to further fiscal slippage, especially when thereexists an air
of unreality around the capacity of governments to continue to pump-prime their economies without creating
dynamic efficiency losses that Australians will be paying for decades in terms of lower incomes and productivity.

Right now windfall terms of trade gains are a significant component of what we are describing as the structural deficit.
We estimate that even with the unwinding of the mining boom average, the annual benefit ofabove trend
commodity prices to the budget bottom line over each year of the outlook from 2020-21 is at least 19.3 billion
(Table 14). 1

1. These estimates provide only broad orders of magnitude and are sensitive to the path and composition of real growth assumed for the Australian economy in
the absence of the terms of trade shock. Our revenue estimates calculation has many limitations and provides broad orders of magnitude only that are
sensitive to the rate, and composition, of growth assumed for the Australian economy without the terms of trade boom. It does not control for the value or
mix of capital stock related to iron ore production which contributes to generating nominal output in the economy. What we are describing here as a pure
price ‘revenue’ impact actually has a significant volume basis, especially later in the period. Nor do we account for a myriad of upstream or downstream
impacts of the China boom via mining activity on the Australian economy over the period.



Table 3: Structural Balance Estimates

Actual Estimates Projections

2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25

$b $b $b $b $b $b

Macroeconomics Budget Balance -85.3 -197.7 -75.7 -68.2 -54.9 -88.7

Impact of the Economic Cycle 23.9 11.0 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.2

Impact of the Commodity Cycle -45.1 -62.2 -45.1 -37.7 -23.9 -19.3

Impact of One-Off Measures 58.4 165.3 57.0 2.4 -1.0 0.0

Structural Balance (Net Policy) -48.1 -83.7 -60.9 -100.5 -76.6 -104.8

Percentage of GDP -2.4 -3.9 -2.9 -4.7 -3.5 -4.6

Source: Budget Papers and Macroeconomics’ estimates.

The windfalls generated from iron ore are peaking now with current record prices for iron ore relative to the
Budget forecasting assumption (US $200 per tonne compared to $55 per tonne). However, when Vaile comes back
online in Brazil in 2022 the Treasury’s cautious approach to commodity price forecasting will bevindicated as prices
return to something like the levels of the mid to late 2010s, or around $60 per tonne.

At some point the Treasurer or his successors will need to undertake a fiscal repair job that is comprehensive,
otherwise it will not close the structural budget deficit which formed from the mid 2000s, as successive Governments’
wasteful spending and tax cuts frittered away the windfall gains from the mining boom and subsequent housing
boom. We don't expect the structural budget position to gradually improve over the outlook (Table 3).

Sustainability
Whilst Australia has a healthy banking system, we have deteriorating trade links with the fastest growing region in
the world and rising) public indebtedness and our private sector is more heavily reliant on net capital inflows to fund
future growth. Credit ratings agencies start to track public indebtedness once it rises above 70 per cent of GDP which
is now on the horizon for Australian sovereigns. High levels of private indebtedness and extensiveexposure to
residential real estate also presents a potential risk in the face of another global financial shock. More troubling is
the inertia of the current microeconomic reform debate.

The Commonwealth drew down national savings by around $457 billion in the form of an accumulated
budget deficits over the 12-year period ending 2019-20. It is expected to draw on national savings by a further
$466 billion over the period of the forward estimates. General government net debt is expected to rise
to $959 billion by 2024-25.



Proposed Expenditures
Somehow given this gloomy assessment of Australia’s budget credentials we still have space for more fiscal largesse.
Whilst we don’t always know specific breakdown of spending, this is what we know so far about what is included in
the Federal Budget.

• Expected to pledge at least $10 billion over four years to aged care – but the industry has argued that this
sum won’t be nearly enough with the total requirement closer to $10 billion each year.

• Already announced a $1.7 billion package aimed to ease out-of-pocket costs for working families utilising
childcare.

• Already announced a $1.2 billion into the Digital Economy Strategy to help businesses pivot online.

• Expected to announce a $1.2 billion rescue package for two of the sectors hardest hit by the pandemic.

• Expected to extend the low-and-middle-income tax offset for another year at a cost of around $1 billion in
2021-22.

• Has pledged $600 million towards creating a new national agency tasked with helping local communities
respond to natural disasters.

• Already announced Newcastle Airport’s runway will be widened at a cost of $66 million so that longer-range
domestic and international flights can land there, as well as increased cargo flights.

Big promises in defence procurement and establishment, clean energy, housing affordability and for women are also
on the cards.

Fiscal Stance
Commonwealth discretionary policy over 2020 and 2021 has already contributed to growth by around 8 per cent of GDP
growth in percentage point terms. This has been an enormous adrenalin hit for the national economy comprising of
around $280 billion in discretionary policy easing (Table 4).

Table 4: Commonwealth General Government Fiscal Stimulus

Actual Estimates Projections

2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25
$b $b $b $b $b $b

Underlying Cash Balance -85.3 -178.5 -75.7 -68.2 -54.9 -88.7
Fiscal Stimulus dollars -84.6 -70.0 102.8 7.5 13.3 -33.8
Fiscal Stimulus in GDP -4.3 -3.3 4.9 0.3 0.6 -1.5

Source: Macroeconomics’ estimates. Note: (-) indicates stimulus and (+) indicates contraction.



But the flip side of the massive stimulus is that it will contribute to a huge reduction in output, the so-called
fiscal cliff of around 5 per cent of GDP in late 2021 and during 2022. Many commentators seem to have missed this.
Indeed fiscal policy will continue to be a small drag on the national economy for the following two years. This is a
handbrake on forward momentum that will challenge the foundations of the recovery and private sector job
creation.

Economic Outlook
By our reckoning the Australian economy will endure a roller coaster of nominal price volatility over the next
12-18 months which will first support and then crimp incomes growth between the current year and Budgetyear.
None of this is great news for businesses nor conducive to job creation next financial year. We believethere are
considerable risks around financial markets that aftershocks tied to the Wuhan pandemic will tend to further
undermine business confidence and delay new investment commitments that are not taxpayer supported.

Table 5: Demand and Output

Budget 2020-21
Outcome

2019-20

Forecasts

2020-21 2021-22

Projections

2022-23 2023-24

Nominal GDP 1.7 7.0 -0.5 1.2 2.2

Terms of trade 0.9 20 -18 -12 -9

Real GDP -0.2 0.9 2.1 2.1 2

Consumer price index -0.3 1.3 2.0 2.2 2.5

Wage price index 2.1 1.3 2.4 2.5 3

Employment -4.4 5.1 1.1 1.4 1.2

Population -0.8 0.3 0.8 1.4 1.3

Source: ABS 5204.0 & 5206.0, Budget Papers and Macroeconomics’ estimates.
Note: Percentage change on previous year (four quarters /four quarters) unless otherwise indicated.

Some of Macroeconomics’ key price and quantity forecasts for the Australian economy at the June Quarter 2021
are presented in Table 5.



Reform Priorities
What are the key reforms to economic policy that the Treasurer might miss on Budget Night that could help tokeep
growth powering along?

Industry policy

Undertaking an aggressive strategy to reward value adding and job creation across our existing commodity-based
exportsby industrialising innovation at our workplaces. This could be achieved in part by mandating banks prudential
risk weights favouring SME loans (rather than cheap home loans). Also, mandating the RBA to set quantitative
lending targets for our major banks for SME loans in value-adding sectors.

Add to this a low-cost energy strategy intended to restructure the National Electricity Grid. The east coast grid needs
to cope with ever increasing levels of intermittent power generation. We need to follow the advice of Nobel prize
winning financial economist Harry Markowitz and his principle of diversification – don’t put all your eggs in one
basket. This means embracing a very broad mix of least cost renewable generating technologies and storage options.
That will include some that look totally infeasible or entirely too risky. This is surely the least cost and less risky
policy approach to managing adjustment through time in the absence of a carbon price.

Tax reform

Focus tax reform on economic rents, replacing company taxes and stamp duties with a corporate cash flow tax and
land taxes.

A cash flow tax allows for the immediate write-off of capital expenditure by business. A cash flow tax also forces big
foreign tech companies to pay their fair share of tax. It leaves most enterprises non-taxable, whilstproviding scope
for future company tax cuts. It would also be a huge spur to greenfield investment to build the industries of the
future. Abolishing stamp duties removes another affordability anchor that pulls against Australian families choosing
a home that better suits their current and future circumstances.

Housing affordability

Taking $70 billion or so spent by Australian governments to subsidise the demand for existing residential buildings
and redirecting those resources to supply side tax credits to boost equity investment in new affordable building
developments. A single coordinating agency in Canberra could provide the information flows to support this activity
lead by someone of suitable industry skills.

Setting an explicit building target would be essential. Analysis suggests a definite need for the ongoing construction
of 15,000 new community owned homes each year. Each unit or house may begin as a rental property but reliable
tenants should be offered the opportunity to purchase and if necessary assisted via low cost loans and shared equity
programs such as Keystart in Western Australia.

Residential aged care

Encouraging self-provision in retirement by reforming the pension and aged care means tests to allow thesale of
family homes with proceeds set aside to manage retirement living.

Under the current means tests, retirees have no incentive to sell their home to fund their own retirement living
and aged care arrangements. Many sales and appropriate lifestyle rightsizing are being prevented.
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The solution is a reformed means test that allows retirees to sell their home and use the proceeds to fundtheir
retirement living and aged care costs without any financial penalties.

The full value of the proceeds from that sale should be excluded from the means test for the homeowner(s) for a
period of time, perhaps 15 years. The proceeds from the sale of the home should be available to fund any right sized
accommodation (private dwelling, at a retirement village or aged care facility). Any outstanding proceeds should
then be allocated to a special purpose retirement living superannuation account tobe invested in 30:70 mix of
income producing equities and bonds.

Such a proposal would be incredibly popular and allow governments to avoid solutions in residential age carelike
reverse mortgages which have high transaction costs.

Competition policy

While every galah in the pet shop like to talk big on the productivity agenda, there is no real desire to undertake the
hard reforms or club busting that are required to bring it about, such as finally breaking open the monopsonies and
monopolies that impede living standards and the path to higher growth in Australia.

Revisiting the unfinished business of microeconomic reform and national competition policy is critical. That means
reforming closed shops such as gigantic tech companies that refuse to pay tax in Australia. Then there is the pharmacy
sector and medical professions and opening up the delivery of health services to greater innovation, efficiency and
reducing the opaque nature of fee setting.

Also, subjecting the grocery retail industry (the Woolies - Coles juggernaut) and retail banking industry (the four
major banks) to competition reforms such as strengthening of the Trade Practices Act via an ‘effects test’ and
preventing these oligopolies from further branching out into new activities, subsidised by their corebusiness, for
example, opening up greenfield retail and industrial sites to new market entrants and preventing the warehousing
of prime retail sites.

Conclusion
Australia now faces the most perilous international economic and security environment in our lifetime. It is now
imperative that we make some tough fiscal choices rather then just keep on subsidising those individuals and
families that could pay their own way.

Unfortunately, both vision and leadership have been lacking as politicians have been too happy to kick the
structural reform can down the road.

So we wish that Federal Budget Night will not be a funeral dirge for the economic rigor and responsibility of the
1980s and 1990s, but Treasurer Frydenberg's finest hour. All will be revealed tomorrow night at 7.30 AEST.


